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Abstract:
Acute myelogenous leukaemia (AML) is one of the deadliest malignancies of mankind. With optimum treatment long term survival is still less than half the patients treated. Except acute promyelocytic leukaemia (AML – M3), maintenance therapy in recent protocols are not recommended. This article discusses potential benefit of maintenance therapy for all AML patients, especially in facilities available in developing countries like Bangladesh.
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Introduction:
Treatment for acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is one of the least satisfactory treatments for cancer. The best modality of treatment is still being searched for, and cure is not possible for more than half the patients.¹

Regarding acute leukaemias, successful treatment started with childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL).² Treatments for adult ALL are based on experience from childhood ALL protocols.³ Before identifying the different pathobiology of AML and ALL, the former was treated with ALL-like protocols⁴-⁸ but were less successful. Being a relatively less aggressive disease than AML, ALL treatment also appears to be less aggressive, except poor prognostic and CNS-directed regimens. It is based on vincristine and corticosteroids along with other 2-3 drugs, and stratified into induction of remission, consolidation with intermittent intensification and maintenance phases. AML treatment initially also used similar drugs and courses, but later on it was found that an anthracycline and ara-c, at higher doses than that in ALL, are enough to achieve remission with acceptable toxicity,⁹ and aggressive consolidation, by chemotherapy¹⁰,¹¹ or stem cell transplantation (SCT), is all that needed for the best outcome.¹² This understanding was not very clear cut in early era of AML treatment, that is why there was a trend for maintenance therapy, and still there are arguments for that. Among the acute leukaemias, ALL and acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL, or, AML-M₃) requires maintenance therapies for 2-3 years. Evidences and justifications for maintenance therapy in other AMLs is discussed in this article.

Overview of AML treatment:
The aim of induction of remission therapy in acute leukaemias is to make the patient symptom free and the bone marrow blast free (though <5% blast is acceptable to avoid over
Consolidation therapy reduces blast cells further and thus preventing early relapse, and, maintenance therapy for months or even for years prevents late relapse of the disease from ‘sanctuary’ sites. In early era of AML treatment, ALL-like protocols were used, but with lesser success. In 1982, Estey et al., tried to evaluate cause of initial induction failure in AML. They studied drugs used between 1973 and 1979, i.e., combination of anthracycline, cytosine arabinoside, vincristine, and prednisone, for up to 4 courses, but complete remission rate was 56%. It became evident that biology of these 2 cancers are different. Two to 5 drugs were used in induction (reviewed by Irshadullah) but an anthracycline and ara-c became gold standard for induction, and consolidation therapy consisted of similar drugs as in induction or additional drugs or high dose ara-c. With the spread of SCT numerous studies were done to compare chemotherapy vs. SCT as consolidation therapy, and for poor cytogenetic patients now SCT is the first choice if condition of the patient allows and suitable donor is available. If the disease relapses or become refractory after many chemotherapy courses, palliative chemotherapy is still an option which continues as long as the patient’s condition and desire, and physician’s judgment allow. Present treatment plan in developed country is so aggressive that maintenance therapy fails to show any benefit in cure rate. Probably that is the main reason why routine maintenance therapy is omitted from the latest algorithms of AML treatment.

**Evidence for maintenance chemotherapy in AML:**

As already mentioned, a lot of early studies with AML consisted of maintenance chemotherapy for years, and it appeared to be a routine practice like in ALL. Earliest studies tried immunotherapy with vaccination for BCG, viral oncolysate (i.e., avian influenza virus-infected, formalin-inactivated, allogeneic leukaemia cells), ex vivo treated blast cells and sensitized lymphocytes. Later on interferon (IFN) was tried after its success in chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML). Among the cytotoxic drugs monthly doses of various combinations of low dose ara-c (LDA), thioguanine and 6-mercaptopurine were tried. Maintenance therapies were strengthened (‘intensified’) by intermittent myelosuppressive chemotherapies like DA or other induction regimens at standard or reduced dose. Most of the studies were done in the last century, but there are some relatively recent studies and reviews favouring or indicating possible benefit of maintenance therapy with both newer & older drugs. Randomized trials showed that maintenance therapy may prolong initial remissions. It was found that short term maintenance was not effective in improving disease free survival (DFS) or overall survival (OS). For example, by Kantarjian et al. maintenance therapy used was three cycles of Ara-C thioguanine (AT), followed by three cycles of cyclophosphamide and rubidazone with vincristine and prednisone (CROP), median total duration of therapy was only 9 months. Many study outcomes and reviews stated against beneficial effects of maintenance therapy, rather they appear as one form of palliative measure. On the other hand, it was argued that some of the studies not showing efficacy of maintenance therapies used inadequate drugs and/or inadequate doses.

**The Bangladesh perspective:**

The picture of our country is quite different from the places where the above mentioned studies were done. Here, no randomized controlled study was done to reveal efficacy or failure of maintenance therapy for AML, even though our experience might go in favour for maintenance therapy. If we start from the very beginning of management of an AML patient, we see that routine cytogenetic evaluation still not done here at diagnosis, and so we lose, not only the benefit of developing treatment plan for individual patient, but also assessing minimal residual disease (MRD) status after achieving remission. Moreover, when induction therapy is given, it is almost always a compromised dose or duration, or both, to prevent the patient from induction death due to inadequate blood product support or from infections, especially the fungal ones, which are almost never diagnosed. Though the ideal
recommendation is to start the consolidation therapy just after recovery of marrow from induction chemotherapy, financial and physical ‘recovery’ is usually awaited and many a time consolidation is delayed for weeks, if not for months. Further harm to optimum treatment are observed because there are gaps in between the consolidation cycles and there are examples where patients could not afford all 3-4 cycles of consolidation, or experienced relapse before completing all consolidation cycles. So, among the few patients who remain under follow up, relapse within a year or two is the rule, though most of the patients are missed from follow up, especially when they learn about the prognosis.

In developed countries acute leukaemias are treated with an intention to cure. That is why they recommend allogeneic SCT as a routine for poor prognostic diseases. The treatment related mortality (TRM) for allogeneic SCT is between 20-40%, there are also some failures and early relapses, and so outcome of this most aggressive modality of treatment may offer chance to cure but in expense of much cost and therapeutic complications. SCT status in Bangladesh is far from a way to cure for acute leukaemias. Even if it is established, the cost of allogeneic SCT would be far away from the reach of the majority AML patients of this country and who would afford to undergo the procedure would also be able to go to other countries which have much experience in this field. That is why, for now and for the next several years, it is expected that, we will stay exclusively with chemotherapies for the treatment of acute leukaemias. If we realize this, and also realize the fact that, in the present infrastructure and supportive care facility, chemotherapy regimens invented and recommended by developed countries cannot be followed in toto, we should not aim cure, but survival and quality of life of the patients. In this respect, induction of remission, compromised consolidation and a handsome regimen as maintenance can increase longevity with acceptable complications and cost.

**Conclusion:**
Studies with long term follow up of leukaemia patients are rarely designed in our country. Now that communication facilities developed much, reports can be collected and patients can be visually communicated over the internet, long term substantial follow ups are possible now. Many haematologists working throughout the country can be the sources of a large amount of data. We should formulate multi-centre well-designed comparative studies to substantiate the effect of maintenance therapy in our settings. We hope all the haematologists of this country will step forward to this goal.
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